ABSTRACT We present in this paper, a composite control approach to realize the exact speed trajectory tracking for the single shaft micro-turbine (MT) system. The composite controller is developed by incorporating a higher-order sliding mode observer and a feedback domination technique. By mean of the proposed method, asymptotic stability of the MT system can be ensured even in the presence of mismatched disturbances. It is illustrated, by numerical simulations, how this handy machinery is feasible for the practical disturbed MT system to realize the exact tracking, rather than a practical tracking objective.
I. INTRODUCTION
Power industry has gradually changed its traditional structure, which paves the way to the new energy industry and promotes a significant growth of the role of Distributed Generation (DG) [1] . In recent years, Micro Turbine (MT) is extensively used as a DG source owing to its salient merits of high efficiency, fast starting speed and favorable peak shaving capacity [2] - [5] .
The basic components of a single shaft MT generation system are a compressor, a combustor, a recuperator, a turbine, a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG) and power electronic interfaces, as shown in Fig. 1 . The working process of the MT, similar to the process of large gas turbines, can be concluded as a thermodynamic cycle. In this cycle, the inlet air is compressed into a compressor, and subsequently, a mixture of the compressed air and fuel burns in the combustor [6] . Then, the hyperthermal gas will be expanded through the turbine to produce the rotating mechanical power to drive the PMSG operating. The PMSG produces high frequency output voltage (in the order of kHz). This unsuitable power condition needs power electronic interfaces to change the frequency for general use [2] . Furthermore, LCL filter circuits are used to eliminate the harmonics produced by the power electronic switches. The MT system block is marked in Fig. 1 .
In face of these complex components, many scholars try to establish a precise mathematical model to describe the real properties of the MT system. For example, in [7] , a dynamic model of MT for grid/island operations is proposed. In [8] , new dynamic MT models are built to well capture the interactions between natural gas networks and electric networks. In this paper, the popular and reliable Rowen's mathematical model proposed in [9] would be used and studied.
Regarding the high demand of the MT system control issue, numerous control strategies have been investigated in the literature. As a conventional fashion, the PID control strategy is widely used in the MT speed regulation [8] , [10] . However, when it comes to a more complicated model with the presence of nonlinearities and uncertainties, the PID control performance possibly deteriorates and cannot fulfill the designated expectations. Thus, advanced nonlinear control approaches should be significantly investigated and supersede the routine PID control [6] , [11] . In [12] , an adaptive control method is applied to a hybrid power plant system consisting of high-temperature fuel cells and MTs. In [13] , by using adaptive backstepping method, a nonlinear turbine steam valve controller has been designed. However, the utilization of backstepping design unavoidably brings heavy calculations on partial differential terms during the recursive design procedure. A novel non-recursive design framework by applying a feedback domination technique has been proposed in [14] for the MT system while the disturbances are intentionally avoided. While, the performances under the above mentioned adaptive control strategies are strongly depended on modeling accuracies. Inevitably, disturbances widely exist in most practical MT systems and may exert adverse effects on the control performance. However, when dealing with the tracking problem of the MT system, few researchers take account of the active attenuation of the mismatched disturbances. Thus, in order to realize high precision tracking control of the MT system, it is imperative to design a disturbance observer with fast dynamics to reduce the adverse effects of disturbances. Then, on the basis of the disturbances being attenuated by the observer, it can go further to design the composite tracking control law.
To this aim, a higher-order sliding mode (HOSM) observer is empolyed in this paper to realize a finite-time system performance recovery. Secondly, inspired by [15] - [17] , a non-recursive feedback domination control strategy is utilized to design a tracking control law, which targets at an exact asymptotical tracking objective. In addition, under the proposed non-recursive design manner, a new feature in this paper is the largely reduced design complexity comparing with backstepping based approaches. The main contribution of this paper is that, considering the inaccuracy of the MT system caused by uncertainties and external disturbances, the system can still accomplish exact speed tracking control. By using the Lyapunov stability theory, the rigorous stability analysis is firmly established. To illustrate the high accuracy of HOSM observer and also the efficacy of the proposed composite control strategy, comprehensive simulation comparisons are presented.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In section II, considering the existence of mismatched disturbances, reconstruct Rowen's mathematical model. In section III, a composite controller is integrated by a finitetime disturbance observer (FTDO) and a non-recursive tracking control law. In section IV, regarding the closed-loop system with the disturbance estimation error system as a cascade system, the rigorous stability analysis of the augmented system is provided by using Lyapunov stability theory. In section V, the results of numerical simulation are obtained as an effective demonstration for the proposed approaches. Finally, section VI concludes this paper. In addition, a necessary lemma and notations required for our stability analysis are presented in the Appendix and some other control method design procedures for comparisons are given as well.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In [7] and [18] , by omitting the acceleration control loop, the temperature control loop and restructuring system in per-unit values, a simplified nominal mathematical model of the MT system can be presented in the following form
where x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 and u represent the MT speed, the turbine torque, the fuel flow, the valve position and fuel instruction signal respectively. All the corresponding practical meanings of involved parameters are introduced in Table 1 . The main objective of the system is to find an exact tracking control law of a given reference signal depicted as y r . However, since model (1) only represents a nominal model of the MT system, whereas the inevitable system uncertainties, external disturbances are not accounted into the modeling. From a practical point of view, model (1) can be modified to represent a much more general case by taking into the consideration of mismatched lumped disturbances. The lumped disturbance is comprised of system uncertainties and external disturbances. Thus, the following system, as shown in Fig. 2 , is considered throughout this paper
where
exi represent system internal uncertainties and the external disturbances respectively. In Fig. 2 , turbine function f T = 1.3(x 2 − 0.23) + 0.5(1 − ω). To proceed, the following assumption, which is highly practical in physical senses, is required for rigorous stability analysis.
Assumption 1: The lummped disturbances d i (t) in (2) satisfy d i ∈ C 4−i and max
III. COMPOSITE CONTROLLER CONSTRUCTION
In this section, a composite controller is designed for exact tracking realization rather than a practical control objective. An active disturbance estimation process and an effective tracking control law based on the non-recursive design framework are both essential for the composite controller construction. The proposed composite control method is depicted in Fig. 3 . 
A. FINITE-TIME DISTURBANCE OBSERVER DESIGN
In this subsection, a finite-time performance recovery of the MT system will be achieved by utilizing the following HOSM observer [19] 
Defining the error of observer as e i,0 =x i − x i and e i,j =
, the error dynamics gives
It follows from [19] that for any well defined x(t), i > γ d + , the error dynamic system (4) will converge to zero after a finite time transient process, that is, there exists a time instant t f such that e i,j = 0, t > t f , i ∈ N 1:4 , j ∈ N 0:5−i .
Owing to the FTDO (3), the MT system (2) with mismatched disturbances is provided with the favorable disturbance rejection capability, which facilitates the subsequent exact tracking control law design.
B. EXACT TRACKING CONTROL LAW DESIGN
To clearly delineate the control law design, the designing procedure would be divided into the following two steps.
Step I : In this step, a change of coordinates is accomplished. A series of auxiliary variables u * , x * i , i ∈ N 1:4 , which are prepared for the coordinates change, are defined by
Note that (5) is unachievable owing to the fact that disturbance term d 
Now it is able to define a change of coordinates by introducing a scaling gain L ≥ 1 as the following form
Then system (2) is equivalent to the following χ-dynamic system,
Through the aforementioned steps, the initial tracking speed trajectory objective evolves into a stabilization objective, which aims to achieve the stability of the χ-dynamic system (8).
Step II : In this step, a state feedback tracking control law v for system (8) is formulated by
Combining with (7)-(9), the control input u for the original system (2) should be expressed as
Before starting the rigorous stability analysis, the above closed-loop system (8)- (9) should be firstly reorganized into the following compact forṁ
)/L i−1 } i∈N 1:4 , 4×1 .
IV. RIGOROUS STABILITY ANALYSIS
The main theorem of this paper is first given as follows. Theorem 1: Consider the closed-loop system consisting of the MT system (2) satisfying Assumptions 1, the proposed control law (10) and disturbance error system (4). The following statements hold.
i) All the signals in the closed-loop system are uniformly bounded.
ii) The output y will asymptotically track the time-varying signal y r .
Proof: The following stability proof can be divided into two parts according to different time intervals. The first step is to prove that all the states of the system will not escape to infinity for t ∈ [0, t f ). With all system states being ensured to be bounded and derivatives of disturbances being exactly estimated at t f , the second step is to verify the asymptotically stability of the closed-loop system (9)-(11) for t ∈ [t f , +∞).
Part I : In the time interval [0, t f ), errors of disturbances e i,j cannot converge to zero instantly. Thus, the system in this time interval is expressed as (11) with = 0. Inspired by [20] , in order to ensure the system states will not escape to infinite in [0, t f ), a bounded function consisting of all states of system (11) is designed as follows
Taking the first derivative of B(x, z) giveṡ
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By using Lemma 1, note that On the one hand, let η =
it can be easily obtained that
2 , where i ∈ N 1:4 , j ∈ N 0:5−i , k ∈ N 1:4 . Hence
Considering that the reference signal y r and its higher order derivatives are bounded, from (6), one can conclude that there exists a positive constantκ to render g 4 (y r )û * ≤κ. Further, with the relationship g 4 (y r )û * x 4 ≤κη 2 being valid, the following inequality holds
where H = g 1 +g 2 +g 3 2 Then according to the expression ofx * i in (6), i ∈ N 1:4 , it is undoubted thatx * i are bounded, and consequently χ i would also be bounded in [0, t f ).
Part II : Considering that t ∈ [t f , +∞), that is e i,j = 0, system (11) can be rewritten in the following from
Construct a positive definite Lyapunov function as the following form
where P is a positive definite, symmetrical matrix satisfying
Taking the derivative of (14) along the system (10) (13), it haṡ From system (2), f i (·) satisfies the global Lipschitz continuous condition, i.e., |f i (
In this sense, inequality (15) can be written
where α ∈ R + is a constant which is independent of L.
Combining inequalities (15) and (16), it can be obtained thaṫ
If the scaling gain L is set to be sufficiently large such that L > α, the inequality (17) further reduces toV ≤ 0, thus reaching the conclusion that the system (13) is asymptotically stable for t ∈ [t f , +∞). Concluded from the above reasoning, the closed-loop system consisting of χ -dynamic system (8), disturbance error system (4) and exact tracking control law (10) is asymptotically stable. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.
Remark 1: The parameters λ i,j , i of the FTDO with i ∈ N 1:4 , j ∈ N 0:4−i can be chosen by repeated trials. The values of i are tuned to adjust the convergence rate of finitetime differentiator. Specifically, the larger i is, the faster convergence rate of the differentiator is, and vice versa [20] .
Remark 2: For fair comparisons, the explicit backstepping design procedure for the MT system without the presence of disturbances is also provided in the Appendix. It is straightforward to recognize that a plethora of partial differential terms are induced in the design process. Differently, the proposed non-recursive design framework could essentially avoid the calculation of partial differential terms, which considerably mitigates computational burdens of the control law.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
Considering the practical mathematical MT model (2) as the simulation target, related parameters are shown in Table 2 . We select sinusoidal waves as unknown disturbances to verify the effectiveness of the FTDO, which are The desired reference speed signal y r is set as which is a continuous piecewise function, including a uniform acceleration starting stage and a constant speed operation stage.
To conduct the simulation, all the involved parameters are selected as: λ 1,0 = 4, λ 1,1 = 3.9, λ 1,2 = 1.8, λ 1,3 = 1.2, λ 1,4 = 0.9, λ 2,0 = 2, λ 2,1 = 3.1, λ 2,2 = 0.5, λ 2,3 = 0.5, λ 3,0 = 1.9, λ 3,1 = 0.7, λ 3,2 = 0.8, λ 4,0 = 2.3, λ 4,1 = 0.9, 1 = 1.6, 2 = 1.8, 3 = 1.3, 4 = 1.2. Also, the coefficient vector of the state feedback control law (9) is K = (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 , k 4 ) = (0.1, 3, 37, 1), and the eigenvalues of A − BK are λ A−BK = {−0.463 ± 7.4987i, − 0.037 ± 5.9987i}. The value of L is set as 1.1 in the simulation. The initial values to trigger this simulation are given as In order to show the advantages of the proposed composite controller (FTDO+Feedback domination), the DO (disturbance observer)+Feedback domination and the backstepping methods are employed for comparative studies. The DO and the backstepping design procedures and relevant parameters are expounded in the Appendix.
The response curves of the MT speed are illustrated in Fig. 4 , which shows that the steady state performance of the proposed method is superior to other two control methods. In Fig. 4 , the response curve of the DO+Feedback domination can only converge to a small neighborhood region of y r . Additionally, in Fig. 4 , there is a relatively fixed deviation between the response curve of the backstepping and the reference speed y r for t ∈ (1, 10). This deviation can be eliminated by tuning the parameters of the backstepping controller, but it will cause the control input value to be excessively large at the initial instant.
Since the backstepping method does not employ disturbance attenuation process, it is not comparable of the transient time performance between the backstepping method and the proposed method. In Fig. 4 , the transient oscillation of the proposed method is a little larger than that of the DO+Feedback domination method. While the transient time performance of the proposed is still fine and limited in a reasonable region, and the response curve of the proposed method converges to y r faster than that of the DO+Feedback domination method.
The time histories of control inputs are presented in Fig. 5 , which shows that the control energies of another two methods are larger than the proposed method for t ∈ (0, 0.1). It increases the practical control difficulty for high control energy consumption at the beginning.
By Fig. 8 , it is observed that the different time derivatives of disturbances can be exactly estimated within a finite time by the proposed FTDO. It can be concluded from Figs. 6-7 that, compared with FTDO, the linear DO fails to realize the exact estimation of the respective disturbances. Overall, the proposed method avoids an over large input energy of the beginning phase. Meanwhile, it can quickly converge to the reference signal and realize the exact tracking control objective even with the presence of mismatched disturbances.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the problem of exact tracking control for the practical MT system with mismatched disturbances has been investigated. A novel composite controller is proposed by incorporating a FTDO and the non-recursive tracking design strategy. Owing to the FTDO, the disturbances can be completely offset. Then a feedback domination approach is proposed to guarantee the asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system. Finally, simulation results show that the designed composite controller can realize the exact tracking for the MT speed. Necessary comparisons also reveal the advantages of the proposed controller over the existing methods.
APPENDIX

A. A USEFUL LEMMA AND NOTIONS
A useful lemma is stated as follows for the convenience of readers.
Lemma 1: [22] The inequality (|x 1 
For the briefness of expressions in this paper, the following notations are provided.
The symbol C i denotes the set ratio of all differentiable functions whose first i-th time derivatives are continuous. A continuous function · α is defined by
B. DO DESIGN
A disturbance observer [23] , [24] used in numerical simulation section is designed as follows
where n i > 0, i ∈ N 1:4 , are design parameters. In the numerical simulation, we set (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 ) = (6, 3, 3, 3.4).
C. BACKSTEPPING DESIGN
Consider the MT system (2) without the presence of disturbances. The recursive backstepping design procedure is shown as the following steps.
Step 1: Choose a Lyapunov function as
where ζ 1 = x 1 − x * 1 , the virtual control law x * 1 = y r . Taking the derivative of V 1 yieldṡ V 1 = ζ 1 (g 1 x 2 + f 1 (x 1 ) − y The virtual control law x * 2 is designed as
where κ 1 > 0 is the design parameter. Substituting (19) into (18) Step i (i ∈ The virtual control law x * i+1 is designed as
where κ 3 > 0. Substituting (21) into (20) yieldṡ
where ζ i+1 = x i+1 − x * i+1 .
Step 4: Choose a Lyapunov function as 
